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UNIT 3 

ENGLISH: BETWEEN THE MYTH AND REALITY OF CLIMATE CHANGE 

 

LESSON DESCRIPTION 

This lesson will allow the students to learn about mitigation of the 

climate change. These may apply the comprehension skill.  

 

APPLICATION OF THE LESSON PLAN  

The lesson plan corresponds to the Unit 2.3 of English. The plan should 

be used following a discussion on the character characteristics 

and the problem solving.  

 

STANDARDS AND INDICATORS 

 Speaking: the student plan and execute briefly oral presentations on a variety of topic (2.S.6)  

 Writing: the student collaborate with peers to drawn and write literary text; uses more 

frequently grade appropriate words (ex. Common words lists “Dolch”) to write simply 

sentence. ( 2.W.3) 

 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

 Recognize the effects of climate change. 

 Remember the human actions that promote the mitigation of the climate change. 

 Interpret the readings.  

 

TEMPORALITY  

Start (5 minutes) Development (50 minutes) Closing (5 minutes) 

 

MATERIALs 

 Computer with CD 

 Digital proyect  

 Video (available in the CD) 

 Brown paper (size to make one cape 

per subgroup) 

 Glues 

 Scissors 

 Crayons 

 Markers 

 Magazines, book of pictures, images 

(related to human mitigation activities)  

 

 

Feunte: https://encrypted-

tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9G

cQiiNTYiegjxoXgViNz_y2aCzt2VEYCjmO

CqKbs2b5XHSU0oxTsVg  

https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQiiNTYiegjxoXgViNz_y2aCzt2VEYCjmOCqKbs2b5XHSU0oxTsVg
https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQiiNTYiegjxoXgViNz_y2aCzt2VEYCjmOCqKbs2b5XHSU0oxTsVg
https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQiiNTYiegjxoXgViNz_y2aCzt2VEYCjmOCqKbs2b5XHSU0oxTsVg
https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQiiNTYiegjxoXgViNz_y2aCzt2VEYCjmOCqKbs2b5XHSU0oxTsVg
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VOCABULARY 

 Mitigation: changes in the daily activities of people and in economic activities, with the 
aim of achieving a reduction in emissions in order to reduce or lessen the effects of 
climate change.  

 

CLASS GUIDE 

START 

 The teacher will present a video related to the topic of climate change. The following 
link corresponds to the video Climate change (according to a kid): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sv7OHfpIRfU  

DEVELOPMENT 

Instructional Activities 

Explanation about the subject of the lesson: 10 minutes 

 The teacher will discuss the video presented at the beginning of the lesson. 
 
Guide questions: 
 
1. What can cause climate change? 
2. What type of climate change are there? What is the differences? 
3. How do humans contribute to climate change? 
4. What happens from climate change?  
5. What things can we do to prevent the planet from being affected by climate 

change?  
 

 The teacher will explore the student’ knowledge of mitigation practices. Will explain 
the concept and provide examples in this regard (see Annex 1). 

Creation of cape: 20 minutes 

 The teacher will divide the students into groups of five members.  

 The teacher will explain the instructions.  
 
Work procedure:  
1. Each group will use the brown paper to create a superhero cape. 
2. In the cape they will write a short paragraph (minimum of three sentences) that 

explain a superpower that the cape offers to the group to combated an effect of 
climate change. They must identify the effect of climate change, the action of the 
superpower, how that action can mitigates the effect of climate change and the 
positive result obtained.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sv7OHfpIRfU
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3. They will leave a space to write a short paragraph (minimum of three sentences) in 
which the group will explain an action that the neighbors of theirs community 
and/or their families can do to mitigate the climate change. In the same way, they 
will explain what is the expected result from the mitigation actions.  

4. The groups will can drawing alluding to the proposals presented in their 
paragraphs. In the same way, they will can decorate the capes to simulating the 
cape of the superhero.  

5. Each group will present their cape and will explain the content. The students must 
explain the difference between the two proposals presented.  

Oral presentations: 20 minutes 

 Each group will present its cape of superpowers, following the areas of application of 
the exercise.   

 The teacher will can realize a discussion of the presentation for each group.  
 
Guide questions: 
1. How the presented ideas of mitigation can apply them in their communities. 

CLOSING 

 The teacher and the students will offer a summary of what was learned in the lesson. 
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ANNEXES 

Annex 1. Educational resource for the teacher 
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Fuente: http://climate.nasa.gov/solutions/adaptation-mitigation/  

  

http://climate.nasa.gov/solutions/adaptation-mitigation/
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Additional sources of information: 

 

 Options of mitigation: 

 https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/wg3/ipcc_wg3_ar5_full.pdf  

 

 Mitigation actions:  

http://www.parlatino.org/pdf/temas-especiales/pnuma/cambio-climatico.pdf (p. 25) 

 

 Videos about mitigation:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QjnV8-oo12A 

  

https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/wg3/ipcc_wg3_ar5_full.pdf
http://www.parlatino.org/pdf/temas-especiales/pnuma/cambio-climatico.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QjnV8-oo12A
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